
About Think Zone 
 
Think Zone, as innovation-type scientific & technological industrial 
park, was rated as the national-level high-tech business incubator in 2005. 
After nearly two decades of exploration and practice, the park has 
become an ecosphere for business startup involving over 600 enterprises 
and over 10000 pioneers and has established a think zone with “space for 
mass innovation + Angel investment + international incubation” with 
incubation-driven cultivation chain. 
 
Think Zone has set up a Angel investment capital pool with nearly 
RMB 200 million. As one of the sponsors, it also has made investment 
and taken share in the first venture capital fund in the domestic incubator 

industry – China Incubation Foundation. To cope with the financing 

difficulties dwelled in incubated enterprises, the “incubation tone” 
technological financing platform has been launched in cooperation with 
banks so as to streamline the financing bottleneck for technological 
enterprises and boost the enterprises for their successful future through 
product trade, funds organization and equity transaction. 
 

In the backdrop of “encouraging people to do business creatively 

and driving innovation” nationwide, Think Zone is geared up to have 

the “mass innovation space – “Rongchuang Tea House”” established 
which integrates the tea culture in western Sichuan with spirit of 
innovation and entrepreneurship as a whole, creating a standardized, 
comfortable space for communication and business dealing between 
entrepreneurs and investors, Rongchuang Tea House is an access platform 
for the entrepreneurs and market, the entrepreneurs and funds and a stage 
for exchanges between entrepreneurs and the world, opening a layout of 
“coffee house with entrepreneurship in north and tea house with 
entrepreneurship in south”. 
 
Think Zone now has cultivated nearly one thousand technological 
enterprises in total through science and technology incubation, including 
over 300 well-developed enterprises with more than 120 proprietary 
intellectual property rights newly increased each year, helping enterprises 
obtain government financial assistance of over RMB40 million. Think 
Zone lays emphasis on the establishment of entrepreneurial culture circle, 
the activities like “innovation competition”, “global business startup 
week”, “incubation market innovation forum” and “financial investment 
saloon” are held every year, creating a favorable environment for the 
development of regional business startup and innovation 
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